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Every act is part of the karmic process; bound to have its effect. Karma is considered the all-
pervading, universal law of existence. It perhaps finds its greatest relevance in the sentient
minds of humans. The karma doctrine cannot be viewed from a religious standpoint; it is relevant
to all, regardless of sect, community or beliefs. No one can claim to live life without performing
an action – from simple life sustaining activities to highly complex scientific or spiritual enquiry.
What we do dictates what we get in this life...and the next…and the next…till we are freed of our
karmic burden. Genetic and transmigrating influences are, even today, subjects of research and
discussion. The quantum and quality a living being brings from previous karma, if any, is a matter
of intense debate, as is the effect that actions may imprint on our conscience. Deliberation on
contentious issues is basic to human nature and has been part of human discourse from the
dawn of civilisation. The attempt to define karma has consumed immense mental resource over
the millennia, along with the search to understand the essential meaning of life. In the vast
literature which exists on the subject, pundits from almost every society and religious group in
the world, have attempted to explain the significance and validity of karma, or its lack. Though
karma is basic to life, its purport remains veiled; deeply relevant yet poorly understood. Self
awareness is a feeling of being in the universe; a substance dot in a life-process on the platter of
existence, in the paradigm of time and space.
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PREFACEThe doctrine of karma is profoundly described in Indic theologies, not only as
philosophical thought in the context of spiritualism, but also as a practically applicable



instrument in day-to-day living while aiming to achieve a higher spiritual platform. The doctrine
has developed over millennia and straddles diverse cultural and religious domains. The
philosophy of karma has been one of the most profound contributions made by India to the world
in the field of metaphysics.Karma is considered an invisible force, acting upon individual life and
afterlife; it offers rational explanations for inequalities, as well as joy and suffering. It unravels the
cause and effect relationship. While it is not easy to grasp the philosophy in its entirety and
commonality, there are two main streams – the philosophy of the East (Indic religions); and what
the monotheistic religions say. While the concept of karma is deeply ingrained in Indic
philosophy and theologies, it has engaged the minds of thinkers and philosophers the world over
from ancient times; and remains a contentious subject, triggering intense debate and
discussion.In Hinduism and other Indic religions, karma is seen as a web and not a linear
concept, unlike the monotheistic religions like Christianity, Islam and Judaism, which refute the
concept of rebirth and transmigration altogether. For a Christian, Muslim or Jew, there is one
terrestrial life and then there is eternal life, in heaven or hell. In this linear concept, retribution or
reward is received once, on the Day of Judgment or Qyamat. Reward or retribution is absolute
and eternal, in heaven or hell.Whether there is, in fact, an afterlife, has been debated for
centuries. Similarly, there is contentious debate over whether there is a God who controls day-to-
day events with regard to every living and nonliving species in the universe. There are theists
and atheists, gnostics and agnostics, monotheists and pantheon worshippers in the world.
Except for the atheists, who are in any case a large minority, they all accept the concept of a
Supreme Being or an Almighty, but they view and know it differently. Whatever way we may
perceive, or whatever name we may assign, the Almighty appears to be a storehouse of cosmic
energy and source of terrestrial life. When this energy comes into contact with earthly matter, life
is born. Many thinkers have stated that the Almighty may, in fact, be the Universal
Consciousness.In the absence of any other credible evidence, one may theorize that the
Supreme Being created the earth, moon and stars, the celestial bodies, and all life forms,
including humans, through:acts of volitionthe force of pure consciousnessunbounded cosmic
energyWhichever way one may perhaps think or argue, we can all agree with the proposition
that there is a Force behind creation. Creation is not a chance occurrence but born of intelligent
design. That being so, the usual tendency is to posit everything, even mundane day-to-day
activities, on the Almighty, and consider everything preordained and controlled. But it is difficult
to accept that He is sitting and taking note of every action, the doings and misdoings of every
human being, indeed every living species, and rewarding or punishing accordingly.To answer
this vexed question, it has been advocated that the Almighty is a dispenser to life and not a
controller of all human actions. Thus, in Hindu theology it has been argued that the life cycle on
earth is largely governed by the doctrine of karma. The Bhagwad Gita (BG) sums it up beautifully
in 5.14:1na kartrtvam na karmani lokasya srjati prabhuh Ina karma-phala-samyogam
swabhavastu pravartate II[He is only the impartial holder or supporter of the universal law of
karma...He does not create actions of the people nor does He originate the connection between



the action and the fruit. It is only the nature (swabhava) that operates.]In the above quote, nature
or swabhava is the internal deposition or root consciousness of a being. If we accept the concept
that the Almighty may be a state of consciousness and not an icon or non-icon, it is perfectly
logical to say that whatever an individual does, the consciousness remains (or should), in a state
of equilibrium, even when actions bear upon and attempt to disturb it. There is an expressive
word in Sanskrit – Sthitiprajya – which is difficult to translate into English with exactitude. It
essentially means a state of unconcern, an outlook of absolute neutrality without reactionary
outcomes. Such thinking is rather pronounced in Hinduism while describing the Almighty – the
concept of nirguna Brahman, without earthly attributes. It reminds me of the last few lines of the
poem, Under Ben Bulben by WB Yeats, which appears on his grave (as desired by him):Cast a
cold EyeOn Life, on Death.Horseman, pass by!God, or the Almighty, is rather like the horseman,
remaining unperturbed and detached to earthly enactments. If God were to display emotion, he
would become as human as emotions. Desire and ego sprouts with self awareness, which is
considered terrestrial. Feelings essentially obtain through the sense organs.The origin of life, the
cause of suffering, and death, are the three most important issues every individual, lay, scholar
or spiritualist, devotes most time and thought to. Fear of death is inherent in all sentient beings
except sages and ascetics who may have conquered this fear though a more profound
knowledge and wisdom about life and death; and consider death as a transfer station in the
eternal journey of life, the load being one’s own karma. Death is not painful but the fear of death
is. It must be remembered that ignorance is darkness and knowledge is wisdom and life. We
know the physical world as it appears to our sense organs, with its earthly attributes. Man suffers
as he does not know the whole truth. It is only when the veil is lifted through inner consciousness
that one is able to realise the truth about life and death, the world and the universe – the whole
truth.The Almighty is consciousness in a living being and this consciousness is an integral part
of universal consciousness (cosmic consciousness), that never ends. Thus life never ends, it
keeps flowing on and on till all one’s karmic effects are eliminated, leading one to a state of
liberation – nirvana or moksha.There are three parts to the karma process – thought, deed, and
the resultant effect or karmaphala. How karmaphala bears upon the next life has been described
variously in different Indic religions. The Hindus believe that karmaphala imprints on the soul or
consciousness, transmigrating to the next reincarnation on rebirth. In Jaina theology, it is said
that doings and misdoings get deposited on the soul as matter with mass – pudgala or padartha
– described as minute particles which pervade the whole universe. Buddhists teach that
karmaphala affects the soul, leading to rebirth as cause and effect.Karmic effect has to be
stored somewhere to manifest or influence the next life. Where could that place be? Certainly
not the body, as it does not transmigrate. Hence, it has to be an element without mass that
transmigrates upon death. It can only be the soul or consciousness, which is part of cosmic
consciousness. Upon death, what leaves the body? Indic religion believes that it is the soul
which departs. But what is soul? It cannot be an anatomical object as it has no mass. Mass
cannot leave the environs of the earth as that would mean losing a substantial part of earth’s



mass, leading one day to gravitational imbalance, vital for sustained celestial configuration.
Therefore the soul is not an object with mass. It has to be matter without mass. Perhaps
consciousness?The second question which arises is: Where does the soul go? The Hindus
believe the soul starts its journey through a passage, described in the Garuda Purana. It is said
that it is the subtle body that leaves, resulting in the death of an individual. But it could very well
be universal consciousness which leaves the body, rendering it inanimate. All signs of life
disappear. The sense organs are no longer sensuous, there is no feeling of joy and sorrow, there
is no feeling of pain or happiness. The eyes remain mute witness, the ears only a cavern of
sound, and the tongue a storehouse of untold stories. That is how death may be described,
which is why it is said, ‘light has deserted’. In fact, one can say that divine benevolence departs,
resulting in the death of a being. Just as death results when individual consciousness leaves the
body. Similarly, if cosmic consciousness were to be withdrawn, the universe would collapse in a
jiffy. The universe too, has a lifespan.It is consciousness which departs upon death, carrying
imprints of one’s doings and misdoings. It starts its journey to merge with its primordial source –
cosmic consciousness, traversing vaitaraini, the mythical river described in Hindu scriptures,
and purgatory, as mentioned in Christianity. These are processes of purification. Though
theological explanations fall short of rational and convincing arguments, we know that theology
and religion are not based on the rationality of the human mind but on human faith, which is
beyond rationality.Karma is not something imposed from the outside; it is within us. It is part of
the historicity of the doings and misdoings of beings. It is like an imprint which can be read and
known if the mind accurately actuates it. But we do not all possess these qualities – a sore point.
All humans believe in fate and destiny. For a Christian it is the will of God, for a Muslim it is the
will of Allah, and for a Hindu it is bhagya – fate and destiny.It is in the nature of the thinking
species, that human beings attempt to uncover the origin of universe and the mysteries of life
and death. That being so, it is but natural for anyone to be attracted to spiritualism and spiritual
literature. Of course, the quest for salvation remains uppermost in the mind, constituting the
justification and raison-d’etre of philosophical enquiry. But mastering spiritual literature is not
possible for everyone as it tends to be scholastic and academic, denying the natural interest of
the common man. For example, Hindu, Buddhist and Jaina scriptures are so vast and differing in
content, if not essence, that one can spend a lifetime trying to study and understand what they
contain and what they purport to convey.It is difficult to strike a direction which is naturally
acceptable in all circumstances. Though monotheistic religions have the advantage of
acknowledging one, unique God, and one scripture, over the millennia, vast literature and many
sects have developed in Judaism, Christianity and Islam too. Theological pundits teach what
may have been the original intent in these scriptures, according to their individual perceptions
and interpretations – that is how many different theological doctrines evolved in all religions. In
the Indic religions, especially the Hindu and Buddhist, matters get even more complicated as the
available literature is vast. The problem in all religions arises when we try to find an icon and
name it according to our understanding and sectarian interpretations. If we consider it to be the



pure consciousness of the universe, or cosmic energy, which is the seminal force of creation and
its sustenance, all confusion recedes.When a living being with a rational mind starts performing
actions, most of those acts fall into the category of bad karma as the natural human propensity is
towards evil, not virtue. The purity of individual consciousness is adversely affected, resulting in
negative karmaphala.It is difficult to declare for certain what is good or bad karma, as it depends
upon many concomitant factors. Great thinkers, philosophers and ascetics the world over have
tried to define good and bad but they have failed to reach a clear definition. What is good and
what is evil has undoubtedly remained one of the most persistent human conundrums through
the ages. From ancient Greek philosophers such as Socrates, Plato, Aristotle and Epicurus, to
modern Western philosophers like Hobbes, Spinoza, Locke and Leibnitz, to many Indian
thinkers, none have been able to define with certainty and exactitude, what constitutes good and
evil. Epicurus taught that the goal of all human activity is pleasure... But he cautioned that man
must be careful in choosing his pleasures.2

PREFACEThe doctrine of karma is profoundly described in Indic theologies, not only as
philosophical thought in the context of spiritualism, but also as a practically applicable
instrument in day-to-day living while aiming to achieve a higher spiritual platform. The doctrine
has developed over millennia and straddles diverse cultural and religious domains. The
philosophy of karma has been one of the most profound contributions made by India to the world
in the field of metaphysics.Karma is considered an invisible force, acting upon individual life and
afterlife; it offers rational explanations for inequalities, as well as joy and suffering. It unravels the
cause and effect relationship. While it is not easy to grasp the philosophy in its entirety and
commonality, there are two main streams – the philosophy of the East (Indic religions); and what
the monotheistic religions say. While the concept of karma is deeply ingrained in Indic
philosophy and theologies, it has engaged the minds of thinkers and philosophers the world over
from ancient times; and remains a contentious subject, triggering intense debate and
discussion.In Hinduism and other Indic religions, karma is seen as a web and not a linear
concept, unlike the monotheistic religions like Christianity, Islam and Judaism, which refute the
concept of rebirth and transmigration altogether. For a Christian, Muslim or Jew, there is one
terrestrial life and then there is eternal life, in heaven or hell. In this linear concept, retribution or
reward is received once, on the Day of Judgment or Qyamat. Reward or retribution is absolute
and eternal, in heaven or hell.Whether there is, in fact, an afterlife, has been debated for
centuries. Similarly, there is contentious debate over whether there is a God who controls day-to-
day events with regard to every living and nonliving species in the universe. There are theists
and atheists, gnostics and agnostics, monotheists and pantheon worshippers in the world.
Except for the atheists, who are in any case a large minority, they all accept the concept of a
Supreme Being or an Almighty, but they view and know it differently. Whatever way we may
perceive, or whatever name we may assign, the Almighty appears to be a storehouse of cosmic
energy and source of terrestrial life. When this energy comes into contact with earthly matter, life



is born. Many thinkers have stated that the Almighty may, in fact, be the Universal
Consciousness.In the absence of any other credible evidence, one may theorize that the
Supreme Being created the earth, moon and stars, the celestial bodies, and all life forms,
including humans, through:acts of volitionthe force of pure consciousnessunbounded cosmic
energyWhichever way one may perhaps think or argue, we can all agree with the proposition
that there is a Force behind creation. Creation is not a chance occurrence but born of intelligent
design. That being so, the usual tendency is to posit everything, even mundane day-to-day
activities, on the Almighty, and consider everything preordained and controlled. But it is difficult
to accept that He is sitting and taking note of every action, the doings and misdoings of every
human being, indeed every living species, and rewarding or punishing accordingly.To answer
this vexed question, it has been advocated that the Almighty is a dispenser to life and not a
controller of all human actions. Thus, in Hindu theology it has been argued that the life cycle on
earth is largely governed by the doctrine of karma. The Bhagwad Gita (BG) sums it up beautifully
in 5.14:1na kartrtvam na karmani lokasya srjati prabhuh Ina karma-phala-samyogam
swabhavastu pravartate II[He is only the impartial holder or supporter of the universal law of
karma...He does not create actions of the people nor does He originate the connection between
the action and the fruit. It is only the nature (swabhava) that operates.]In the above quote, nature
or swabhava is the internal deposition or root consciousness of a being. If we accept the concept
that the Almighty may be a state of consciousness and not an icon or non-icon, it is perfectly
logical to say that whatever an individual does, the consciousness remains (or should), in a state
of equilibrium, even when actions bear upon and attempt to disturb it. There is an expressive
word in Sanskrit – Sthitiprajya – which is difficult to translate into English with exactitude. It
essentially means a state of unconcern, an outlook of absolute neutrality without reactionary
outcomes. Such thinking is rather pronounced in Hinduism while describing the Almighty – the
concept of nirguna Brahman, without earthly attributes. It reminds me of the last few lines of the
poem, Under Ben Bulben by WB Yeats, which appears on his grave (as desired by him):Cast a
cold EyeOn Life, on Death.Horseman, pass by!God, or the Almighty, is rather like the horseman,
remaining unperturbed and detached to earthly enactments. If God were to display emotion, he
would become as human as emotions. Desire and ego sprouts with self awareness, which is
considered terrestrial. Feelings essentially obtain through the sense organs.The origin of life, the
cause of suffering, and death, are the three most important issues every individual, lay, scholar
or spiritualist, devotes most time and thought to. Fear of death is inherent in all sentient beings
except sages and ascetics who may have conquered this fear though a more profound
knowledge and wisdom about life and death; and consider death as a transfer station in the
eternal journey of life, the load being one’s own karma. Death is not painful but the fear of death
is. It must be remembered that ignorance is darkness and knowledge is wisdom and life. We
know the physical world as it appears to our sense organs, with its earthly attributes. Man suffers
as he does not know the whole truth. It is only when the veil is lifted through inner consciousness
that one is able to realise the truth about life and death, the world and the universe – the whole



truth.The Almighty is consciousness in a living being and this consciousness is an integral part
of universal consciousness (cosmic consciousness), that never ends. Thus life never ends, it
keeps flowing on and on till all one’s karmic effects are eliminated, leading one to a state of
liberation – nirvana or moksha.There are three parts to the karma process – thought, deed, and
the resultant effect or karmaphala. How karmaphala bears upon the next life has been described
variously in different Indic religions. The Hindus believe that karmaphala imprints on the soul or
consciousness, transmigrating to the next reincarnation on rebirth. In Jaina theology, it is said
that doings and misdoings get deposited on the soul as matter with mass – pudgala or padartha
– described as minute particles which pervade the whole universe. Buddhists teach that
karmaphala affects the soul, leading to rebirth as cause and effect.Karmic effect has to be
stored somewhere to manifest or influence the next life. Where could that place be? Certainly
not the body, as it does not transmigrate. Hence, it has to be an element without mass that
transmigrates upon death. It can only be the soul or consciousness, which is part of cosmic
consciousness. Upon death, what leaves the body? Indic religion believes that it is the soul
which departs. But what is soul? It cannot be an anatomical object as it has no mass. Mass
cannot leave the environs of the earth as that would mean losing a substantial part of earth’s
mass, leading one day to gravitational imbalance, vital for sustained celestial configuration.
Therefore the soul is not an object with mass. It has to be matter without mass. Perhaps
consciousness?The second question which arises is: Where does the soul go? The Hindus
believe the soul starts its journey through a passage, described in the Garuda Purana. It is said
that it is the subtle body that leaves, resulting in the death of an individual. But it could very well
be universal consciousness which leaves the body, rendering it inanimate. All signs of life
disappear. The sense organs are no longer sensuous, there is no feeling of joy and sorrow, there
is no feeling of pain or happiness. The eyes remain mute witness, the ears only a cavern of
sound, and the tongue a storehouse of untold stories. That is how death may be described,
which is why it is said, ‘light has deserted’. In fact, one can say that divine benevolence departs,
resulting in the death of a being. Just as death results when individual consciousness leaves the
body. Similarly, if cosmic consciousness were to be withdrawn, the universe would collapse in a
jiffy. The universe too, has a lifespan.It is consciousness which departs upon death, carrying
imprints of one’s doings and misdoings. It starts its journey to merge with its primordial source –
cosmic consciousness, traversing vaitaraini, the mythical river described in Hindu scriptures,
and purgatory, as mentioned in Christianity. These are processes of purification. Though
theological explanations fall short of rational and convincing arguments, we know that theology
and religion are not based on the rationality of the human mind but on human faith, which is
beyond rationality.Karma is not something imposed from the outside; it is within us. It is part of
the historicity of the doings and misdoings of beings. It is like an imprint which can be read and
known if the mind accurately actuates it. But we do not all possess these qualities – a sore point.
All humans believe in fate and destiny. For a Christian it is the will of God, for a Muslim it is the
will of Allah, and for a Hindu it is bhagya – fate and destiny.It is in the nature of the thinking



species, that human beings attempt to uncover the origin of universe and the mysteries of life
and death. That being so, it is but natural for anyone to be attracted to spiritualism and spiritual
literature. Of course, the quest for salvation remains uppermost in the mind, constituting the
justification and raison-d’etre of philosophical enquiry. But mastering spiritual literature is not
possible for everyone as it tends to be scholastic and academic, denying the natural interest of
the common man. For example, Hindu, Buddhist and Jaina scriptures are so vast and differing in
content, if not essence, that one can spend a lifetime trying to study and understand what they
contain and what they purport to convey.It is difficult to strike a direction which is naturally
acceptable in all circumstances. Though monotheistic religions have the advantage of
acknowledging one, unique God, and one scripture, over the millennia, vast literature and many
sects have developed in Judaism, Christianity and Islam too. Theological pundits teach what
may have been the original intent in these scriptures, according to their individual perceptions
and interpretations – that is how many different theological doctrines evolved in all religions. In
the Indic religions, especially the Hindu and Buddhist, matters get even more complicated as the
available literature is vast. The problem in all religions arises when we try to find an icon and
name it according to our understanding and sectarian interpretations. If we consider it to be the
pure consciousness of the universe, or cosmic energy, which is the seminal force of creation and
its sustenance, all confusion recedes.When a living being with a rational mind starts performing
actions, most of those acts fall into the category of bad karma as the natural human propensity is
towards evil, not virtue. The purity of individual consciousness is adversely affected, resulting in
negative karmaphala.It is difficult to declare for certain what is good or bad karma, as it depends
upon many concomitant factors. Great thinkers, philosophers and ascetics the world over have
tried to define good and bad but they have failed to reach a clear definition. What is good and
what is evil has undoubtedly remained one of the most persistent human conundrums through
the ages. From ancient Greek philosophers such as Socrates, Plato, Aristotle and Epicurus, to
modern Western philosophers like Hobbes, Spinoza, Locke and Leibnitz, to many Indian
thinkers, none have been able to define with certainty and exactitude, what constitutes good and
evil. Epicurus taught that the goal of all human activity is pleasure... But he cautioned that man
must be careful in choosing his pleasures.2Thus, another question arises: What is pleasure? Is it
immediate satiation of desires, which may be momentary, or is it permanent joy? Is it satisfying
carnal desires regardless of the consequences or achieving a divine pleasure for all time? For
example, indulging in frequent sexual escapades with multiple partners may give momentary
pleasure but one may suffer the consequences in the form of HIV and other sexually transmitted
diseases, apart from earning bad karma, which will torment his conscience continuously over a
prolonged period.Every human being is essentially conscientious, and this fundamental part of
human nature is an inalienable part of the human psyche. No doubt life’s aim may be to find
pleasure but that pleasure should have a sense of permanency and go towards earning good
karma; not momentary, cumulating in bad karma. Some say one can obtain pleasure by
satisfying one’s desires, but there is no end to desires – they are insatiable and never-ending. It



is futile to aim at satisfying desires; as one is satiated, another will sprout in its place.Are there
absolute laws which define good and bad, that mankind may follow?For example, can we
consider the Ten Commandments as the true and absolute scale of ‘good’? We know that
people rarely follow all the commandments, the divine code of conduct, over different schism of
Western civilization. The fact is that no religious or ethnic group since the inception of human
society, can claim to have followed all divine dictates or even human edicts and codes. The
practicality of such codes primarily decide their implementation. While some actions are clearly
known to be sinful or virtuous, in some the distinguishing line may be blurred. In such situations
one may not know for certain that what one is intending to do will fall into the category of virtuous
or sinful act. It is best to place the burden of distinguishing between good and bad on the
individual conscience and not on fate, destiny or the Almighty.One may aver that bad karma
occurs under the influence of the devil, but whether there is, in fact, a devil or not, is in itself a
matter of intense debate. Did the all-powerful, all-pure, and all-knowing God created the devil as
well? Or was the devil self-created, standing in competition with God? Moreover, if God is all-
good and all-pure, should there be any evil existent in the world? But evil exists and men indulge
in evil acts. Why blame the devil when we humans who are to blame? Ultimately, one may be
forced to conclude that it is man alone who can decide whether his actions classify as good or
bad.It is human nature to possess and nurture meanness, vanity, ego and envy. Most of us
cannot decipher or are oblivious to, these negative qualities within us. But even when we are
able to recognize this, our personal ego refuses to accept it. That is why it is arduous to stick to
virtue despite knowing that bad karma is bound to revisit us one day or the other. To imagine that
one may get away from retribution is a delusion. One may think time may erase bad karma and
its effects, but the imprints remain, collected as sticky notes in the deep furrows of our
conscience. One day they are bound to surface and confront, and one will have to contend with
it.There are many scholastic books on karma, culture and the concept of God, but I realised that
much of what has been written may not attract the attention of the common reader due to the
vast extent of the literature, innumerable references, and the complexity of the presentation. I
have purposely avoided quoting copiously from ancient Indian scriptures as, firstly, I have not
mastered them, and secondly, much has already been written and these works are available.
The Brahmanas, Upnishads, Buddhist and Jain teachings abound with discussions and
discourses. There are vast number of thinkers and writers the world over who have researched
and written extensively on the subject. Discourses on karma and karmic law and doctrine have
been abundantly published in India as well as abroad and one may find a vast array of books on
karma doctrine in any worthwhile library.The concept of karma was accepted by many
philosophers and thinkers of ancient Greece but its relevance got somewhat overshadowed in
the Western world with the advent of Christianity. It is only in the past few centuries that Western
philosophers and thinkers have been writing abundantly on karma. But the subject remains
contentious.It is not my desire to quote innumerable references from earlier literature as that
would be rather repetitive and discursive to the main aim of addressing the common reader. The



scope of this book is not to elaborate on what earlier thinkers have said about karma, or explain
what may have been said in the scriptures, but to offer the concept in layman’s terms. In the
process I have leaned on theories presented by earlier writers but I have also ventured to put
down my own views.One may wonder why karma doctrine has been discussed alongside
culture and religion. In my understanding, karma is influenced by culture and vice-versa. Culture
influences karmic theology and practices while, at the same time, being influenced by it. Religion
plays a dominant role in cultural development over decades and centuries; many factors,
including religion, are at play. Therefore, all three aspects – karma, culture and religion, are inter-
related and contextual. This book has been written in this context. I do not claim to be an
authority on any of the topics discussed in this book but my basic approach in writing on such
contentious issues has been primarily to offer a simpler view and make philosophical and
theological discourse short and simple, but appealing to the common reader.Finally, I would like
to place certain caveats:The generic term ‘he’ has been used for all human beings without
gender bias.The Almighty is known by many names in various religions. Here, ‘God’ has been
used generically and does not refer to any particular God.Culture and religion greatly influence
the karma process. Hence religio-cultural influence has been discussed in a separate chapter,
but the discussion is limited to its relevance and how it bears upon the concept of karma process
or karma doctrine.Most of the discussions in this book revolve round Indic theologies as concept
of karma is innate and discussed in detail therein, though discussions in different Indic religions
may offer differing explanations and conclusions.Faced between choosing a large volume
studded with innumerable references and a smaller one offering simpler explanations within the
understanding and comprehension of the layman; I have opted for the latter.I hope this book will
be read in the context I have described and serve to awaken enquiry amongst the common
reader about karma doctrine and the karmic process.*****1 BG 5.14.Roman transliteration from
Bhagwad - Gita As It Is, Swami Prabhupada. Bhaktavedanta Book Trust (1972, 1986).2 Frost,
S.E, .Jr. The Basic Teachings of the Great Philosophers. The New Home Library. The Blakiston
Company, Philadelphia (1942, This Reprint, 1945). P-93.

PART IWEB OF KARMAKarma is the ultimate law of the universe, the source, origin and fount of
all other laws which exist throughout the nature. It is the unerring law which adjusts effect to
cause on the physical, mental and spiritual planes of a being.~ H.P. BlavatskyINTRODUCTIONIn
the philosophical dimension, especially in Hinduism and other Indic religions, karma is a force
that determines effect. In fact, karma is the pivot around which much of Eastern philosophy
revolves. Karma is known in three parts – sancita, prarabdha, and agami; the accumulated, the
initiated, and the yet to come. Manu further classifies karma with reference to their objectives –
pravitti karma intended to achieve happiness and prosperity, also known as kamya karma and
Nivritta karma, where actions are devoid of desire and passion, sense of attachment, and the
aim is to obtain moksha or liberation from the chain of transmigration.3The concept of karma is
deeply ingrained in the philosophy and theology of Indic religions. Whether there is a close



relevance of karma to life, living, afterlife and rebirth has engaged the mind of thinkers and
philosophers the world over since ancient times. The doctrine of karma asserts that past actions
determine future prospects. Past actions no doubt condition the present state, but there is
always scope for self-improvement.However, there are differing views about the karma process
and its effects being absolute, in the sense that those effects are not subject to modification or
change. There are many who believe in the absoluteness of karma, denying the possibility that
karmic effects can be mitigated. If karma be absolute and self regulating, then what could be the
benefit of trying to assimilate good karma? If karma is absolute then how can the effects –the
karmaphala – be mitigated or countered? How is good karma likely to neutralize the adverse
effects of bad karma? Obviously never, as the effects of bad karma, once established, cannot be
erased or mitigated if it is considered absolute.But if karmic effects are cumulative and stored,
each new action must affect the whole, and tend to neutralize or influence the overall effect. It
may also act to neutralize or mitigate the karmic effects, the karmaphala not yet brought to bear.
It is explained that one can achieve mitigation of the effects by doing good karma, or by
remembering God and submitting to Him, or by worship, vrta (fasting), penance etc. In that case,
is the doctrine of karma dependent on godly dispensation? Has God an overriding influence in
determining the effect? What then is the role of God? Yuvraj Krishan refers to Samkarahbasya
on Brihad-aranyak-Upanishad (Br Up), stating that the role of God is best summed up in
Samkara’s comments calling Him sarvasamsarinam karmaphala vibhagakarta, quoting from Br
Up.4 Whereas the Br Up itself says in that particular shloka (3/7/23) that the Atma (soul) is the
distributer of the fruits of karma5.It appears that thinkers, including Samkara, posited the
concept of Soul to be the same as God, whereas, the quoted shloka of the Br Up refers to atma
as soul and not in reference to God. God and atma may have been assumed to be the same.
That is where some confusion occurs, and so it is thought that God is the final arbitrator of
karmaphala. To my mind, it is not God but the individual consciousness, which is nothing but
atma or soul, where karma is evaluated, impregnated or stored. It is the individual conscience
that evaluates karma and the effects are impregnated on the individual consciousness. The
effect then runs its own course, in the sense that whether retribution occurs in this life or karmic
impressions be etched and stored to undergo transmigration upon death of a being, is decided
by the consciousness, or what is generally known as the soul.No doubt what we know of soul is
considered part of God, but it is not God in wholeness. At the same place, in the Brh Up, it is
said that God is unseen but sees all, unheard but hears all, unknown but known to all, thus the
epistemology of God has to be different from atma. Atma, at best, can be part of universal
consciousness, part of cosmic energy; but it cannot be the whole of universal consciousness or
cosmic energy. It is but an infinitesimal part of the whole, and a part can never be the whole!
Moreover, the embodied soul or individual consciousness while in existence, with mass and
matter, gets influenced by earthly ingredients such as the rajasik, tamasik, and sattvik gunas,
essentially parts of prakriti, and gets polluted, whereas God is all pure and cannot possess or be
influenced by these earthly attributes. To consider God and the atma (embedded in a life form),



as the same, would be a grave misconception. Therefore, what has been stated in Br Up 3.7.23,
appears to be in reference to atma, the soul, which I term individual consciousness, and which is
verily the samsarinam karmaphala vibhaga karta – or distributor of the fruits of karma.Some say
that karma stands opposed to the concept of the Almighty, all-pure and all-powerful, as the
creator and sustainer of the marvel called the universe. I propose to look at this conflicting
supposition from a logical point of view. It is well professed that nothing happens in the universe
without the will of God. But at the same time there are thinkers and philosophers who support
the theory that karma is automated and even the gods cannot modify or twist its outcome. One
reaps what one sows. Therefore, retribution has to be suffered – either good or bad.Both these
concepts may be right in their own standing. The only way to resolve the dilemma is by
considering another concept: –It is the conscience of the individual that gets agitated through
karma, and therefore the interventions and retributions are through the individual conscience. It
is true that austerity, vrat and penance, etc., are considered to give a sinner some solace and
tranquility, but in all such efforts one can easily see that the target is the conscience. We try to
clean our conscience through rituals and worship, and the outcome may be mitigation of karmic
effects. But to think that penance, vrta and worship results in mitigating karmic effects through
godly intervention, is perhaps a misconception. No positive response can be assured unless
there is change of heart, and that warrants agitating the conscience, not the nirgana brahman.It
is unequivocally stated that: “The idea of God as a ruler and redeemer does not remove the
contradiction between karma and krpa (benevolence). Retribution and redemption does not and
cannot coexist.”6Atma is consciousness posited in the body-mind complex, which interacts with
human attributes such as thoughts, desires, ego etc. Atma is the generator and the body-mind
complex is the transformer. Interaction between the individual consciousness, human attributes,
and the environment, is not easy to comprehend as it lacks proven scientific and objective
evidence. At the same time, none can deny that such interactions and consequent development
of feelings or views, is highly individualistic. The individual personality build-up, man’s nature, his
inclinations and propensities, are all singular and based on this interaction.Therefore, there must
be some other uncommon and unique factor at play which builds individual personality. If that
was not so all humans would have the same view on the acquisition of a particular object, idea-
abstract or the physical. A search for the superimposing factors may have led Freud developing
the theory of psychoanalysis to delve deeper into the crevices of mind. Freud theorized that the
symptoms of a disorder, no doubt is influenced by biological factors but the symptoms have
psychological meaning unique to that patient. In his view, ‘The role of unconscious factors in
determining the effect of the shape of symptoms and their meaning is critical to a psychoanalytic
point of view’7.Each individual action is by the person himself but the intention and reason on
which a particular action is initiated and performed differs in accordance with unique personal
psyches. The psyche in each individual is a composite outcome of interaction between individual
consciousness and the mind-body complex. And, since individual consciousness, that is the
soul, is unique to each individual, the composite character of the individual psyche also differs in



each person.Another factor to consider is God. Many believe all the doings and misdoings of
man are ordained by the Almighty. If that were so, there is little point in trying to uncover virtue or
sin in the overall doings of people. If every action and its effects can be placed on divine
shoulders, man can relax, as not being the doer he will not earn any karmaphala – good or bad.
To say that God engineers all that man does, would be fallacious, as God is not the creator of
man’s actions, nor of his karma; it exist naturally.If God is the final arbitrator, then the theory of
absoluteness and the karma process being automated is questionable. If God has nothing to do
with the process and the effects of karma, then mitigating efforts by man, such as vrta, austerity,
penance, confession etc., may not bear fruit. For instance, confession, as ritualized in the
Roman Catholic Church, would have no beneficial effects. People engage in confession, worship
and penance in the hope that such actions will help in mitigating the bad effects of their
actions.There is mention in the Mahabharata (MB) that evil deeds get mitigated by talking to
others (confession), as with austerity, tapas, prayashchitta etc.8 Essentially, confession is to
seek the benevolence of God through a mediator. But if there is no concept of mitigation, how
does confession help the sinner? On deeper analysis, it appears that confession is more to
shake, stir and agitate the conscience rather to seek pardon from God. It is the conscience that
is deterministic of good and bad karma, and it is consciousness which is the blotting paper on
which the ink of karmaphala gets impregnated and stored. Thus it is apparent that by such acts
we try to clean up our own conscience, rather seek the benevolence of God.People indulge in
sinful acts and then seek the benevolence of God in the hope that the bad effects will get
cancelled. But penance and worship are of little value unless internal purification takes place to
bring about inner change. Only a change of mind or nature (swabhava) in a person leads to
changes in outcome. It is the conscience of an individual that determines whether an act is sinful
or virtuous, and it is the consciousness whereupon the effects get ingrained. What benefits
individuals is the inner change brought about by continuously repenting the misdoings of the
past, constantly hammering on the conscience, and striving to stay away from sinful thoughts
and deeds.It is said in Jaina theology that effects get impregnated on the soul in the form of
pudgal, that is a padartha, a tubercle on the plate of conscience, and the plate must be
hammered to get back the smoothness of its shining surface. Repentance is a thought, and
thought is energy – a force that can cancel the negative, cumulated effects of evil on the plate of
consciousness. That is one way. Another is stated in the Mahabharata – that whosoever commits
an act of economic evil, he can purify himself by giving gifts of land equal to a cow’s ears.9 This
may be symbolic but conveys possible ways to cancel bad effects through reparation.
Convincing oneself to make reparation would also mean inner change.Thus, in simpler terms,
most important is change of heart to cancel the bad effects of past karma. Presupposing, of
course, that with a change of the heart, one does not indulge in sinful acts in future. Assad
Meymandi, a psychiatrist and neurologist, adjunct professor of psychiatry at the University of
North Carolina, Chapel Hill, says: The road map to salvation and grace is to know what is good
inside of you, such as love, compassion, empathy, and selflessness and what is good outside of



you, such as music, flowers, dance, poetry, connectedness with family and friends, and to be
thankful by giving something back.10According to the theory of karma, the causal antecedents
of every event extends back into infinity and the effects of every event also extends forward
infinitely into the future.11 The process of karma is akin to repeated divisions in mathematics,
where one may never reach zero no matter how many times an integer is divided by another.
Similarly, the effect of karma can be mitigated, but never totally erased.The concept of karma is
differently described and understood in different religions. In Indic religions it is considered an
invisible force acting upon the extant and the afterlife; and as a one-time dispensation by God in
Abrahamic religions. It is considered linear in monotheistic religions as effects or influences are
brought to bear only once, at the end of one’s earthly life and the soul is then assigned to either
heaven or hell, to lead an eternal life in accordance with how he has performed in his earthly life.
There is no concept of graded reward or retribution. The value of retribution or enjoyment is
absolute.Whereas in Indic religions – Hindu, Buddhist and Sikh (Jaina theology does not accept
graded retribution. For them intention is not deterministic, only action is), the effects and
influences act repeatedly in the dimensions of life and afterlife. And, reward or retribution may be
graded (though may not be pari-passu), in accordance with the intention and gravity of the act.
One may suffer the effects during the present or the next life (all Indic religions believe in afterlife,
rebirth and transmigration in one way or the other). The effects may not only be on the soul (the
individual consciousness), but through it on the mind and body.Here we find that there are two
objects karmic effects bear upon –the soul and the body, or the mind and matter complex. On
deeper analysis one finds that the effects on the body as the target object, is through the soul or
conscience. It is not direct. Individual consciousness is a part of life energy, and consciousness
and conscience are interrelated. Soul and body are conjugated entities, therefore to consider
them separately is not logical. Life is a combination of soul and body and thus they cannot be
separately evaluated. The effects bear immediately or later, in a concentric fashion, on the mind
and/or the body. The effects are concentric acting in this life or the next, rather linear and a point-
effect.Thus, karma processis really a web, and not linear and unidirectional. ‘Karma is not
evolutionary in nature; it is cyclical; it is circular and not linear. The soul of a being, in its rebirths,
rises and falls in the various levels of existence depending upon the unexhausted karma of the
being.’12Here one finds a clear reference to the belief that karma determines rebirth in a higher
or lower species. However, there is another view. Shri Aurobindo considers karma not only
cumulative but always evolutionary to rebirth in higher species. He sets out his own views
saying, ‘Rebirth is a ladder of [the] soul’s ascension and a succession of mighty spiritual
opportunities, [the]soul ascending from the sleep of matter through plant and animal life to the
human frame.’ So he concludes that rebirth must be an ‘...ascending series for the unfolding of
the spirit in a constant evolutionary embodiment.’13But the ‘ascension’ presupposition may not
truly be in line with the laws of karma, as the overall fallout may not always be towards gaining a
higher spiritual plane but towards a downfall, in accordance with the karmic effects the soul
bears. True, the soul may wish to ascend, but bad karma may propel one to a lower biological



and spiritual plane. Aurobindo refutes the concept of natural transmigration and asserts, with a
caveat, that, ‘...it is not transmigration, a haphazard passage of the soul from the human form
divine into the body of a guinea pig or an ass.’14 This theory of ascension appears presumptive.
It necessarily means that one gains a higher spiritual platform, and the journey of rebirths is a
one-way walk towards higher and higher evolutionary planes.But if that was so, why should it
apply only to the human race; and within the human race, only to few, who climb the ladder
towards the spiritual throne, whereas the rest hurtle towards a sinful pit – the hell? If ascension
be central to the evolution of human beings, then how does one explain the usual sinful
tendencies in man, regardless of the number of rebirths he may have undergone? After how
many rebirths can one expect to achieve perfection and reach salvation? Does the concept of
transmigration apply only to the human race?If, on death, a human being is bound to reincarnate
only in a human yoni – one more step in the process of attaining spiritual salvation, then one may
subsume the soul or life energy that resides in a human mind-body complex is peculiar and
different from that of other species. In which case, the universality of God; the universal
consciousness, become questionable. In such case universal consciousness, or cosmic energy,
would seem to have compartments –one for humans and another for other species. Is God
sectarian? If there is no possibility of transmigration between species, does the world have a
constancy of species? And yet we know that many species have become extinct.If there were
typical and separate life energies for each species, there would be no way some could become
extinct. If we suppose there is no possibility of transmigration between species, then we also
suppose that life energy which is part of universal cosmic energy is different in different species.
If that be so, then are we trying to specify and typify various life energies? This goes against
accepted theological explanations about the Almighty and cosmic energy. If a soul is part of
cosmic energy, it has to be the same, whether it resides in man, guinea pig or ass. The factor
that determines species are specie specific genes and not different life energies. There are no
different types of life energy. Therefore, the concept of ascension does not pass muster in
natural law and karma doctrine.The doctrine of karma explains the reason why manifestation
has different forms of life, widely varying levels of biological development between different
species, as also biological, physical and spiritual development within the human species. All
such explanations underpin the concept of rebirth and transmigration as the central feature.
Overall, all Indic religions accept rebirth and transmigration unequivocally; and karmaphala as
being deterministic to obtained conditions in the extant life, or subsequent
reincarnations.KARMA AND KARMAPHALAKarmaphala can be earned only if there is action;
thoughts, spoken words and deeds are all parts of the karma process. If there is no action, there
can be no karmaphala. Karmaphala is energy, and energy cannot be destroyed, it has to peter
out. But the question arises: What is meant by petering out in the context of karma? The
immediate answer would be karma vipaka – the ripening of karmaphala, which collects like pus
in an abscess and vipaka is when the abscess ripens and the pus starts to ooze out. Gradually,
the abscess heals and the skin and tissues regain their original quality, appearance and



texture.An interesting question is: Can a human, or any living species, be devoid of activity? The
answer is naturally ‘no’. The fusion of cosmic energy and terrestrial mass and matter germinates
life. And once there is life, there have to be life-sustaining activities which the living being has to
perform. Without such activity, life cannot be sustained or defined.Life is also defined as a living
entity consuming energy and giving out waste. The activities a living species performs varies
from basic life support to complex tasks, as accomplished by mankind. Living species perforce
indulge continuously in actions which result in effects. The following quotes from the Gita
reinforce the belief that no living species can remain devoid of action:na hi deha-bhrta sakyam
tyaktum karmany ashesatah,ya stu karma-phala-tyagi sa tyagity abhidhiyate.15All living beings
perform some activity or some action all the time. A living species cannot maintain its physical
body without performing acts. Lord Krsna sermonises Arjun thus:Niyatam kuru karma
tvam,Karma jyayohy akarmanahSharira-yatrapi ca te na prasiddhyed akarmanahPerform your
prescribed duty, for doing is better than not working. One cannot even maintain one’s physical
body without work.16It is important to understand that karmic effects bear only on life forms
having sentient minds and the rationality to distinguish between good and bad. But why is it that
a being has to be sentient to bear the fruits of karma? Do other species, without rationality, not
suffer or enjoy the effects of karmaphala? Does it mean that the lower species, who do not have
developed minds, do not suffer or enjoy the consequences of action? A possible explanation is
that in the absence of rationality, one cannot discern between good and evil, and are hence,
unable to cheat their conscience, which is necessary if one wants to commit an evil act, willingly
and knowingly. True, the faculty of analysis and rational thinking does bloom adequately in
human beings but animals too, have these faculties, though at different levels of complexity or
simplicity.Animals, even those with higher intelligence, do not trick their conscience or rational
mind, but act naturally. In other words, animals are straight-thinking, without deviation and
addendums, whereas human beings are not. It is believed, and truly so, that people in rural
areas are less cunning and scheming compared to townsfolk. But the difference is a matter of
degree; not of kind. Animals with a developed, rational mind (ability to think), may accumulate
karmic effects as humans do, but the possibility of accumulating bad karma may be minimal, as
they do not trick their conscience like human beings.



Raveesh Varma, “Slow read, but rewarding.... In jotting down my observations for this book I try
to keep in mind the author's admonishment that his book is meant as a primer for the layman, it
is not a treatise on the minutiae of philosophy or theology. "Karma: Its Applicability and
Relevance in Day-To-Day Life" is not a linear read from start to end. It is a difficult book, it
meanders, it turns right, left and at times even upon itself. It reads as the author's coming to a
place of calm, an agreement, a settlement between himself, between what he knows and what
no one really knows. It is a very personal struggle and therefore a very personal book. This
needs to be understood and borne in mind. The author has done his homework: read,
interviewed, and of that there can be no doubt! But at the same time, there are some arguments
here which will hold poorly when tested against the revolutions of thought through Indian or
European history. There are statements made which are clearly generalizations, even if these
were made unintentionally. But what is to be remembered is that this is a book introducing
concepts to the layman, by using the author's own experiences as examples. If at the end of it, it
sends you scrambling for your Heinrich Zimmer or Karen Armstrong or Peter Watson, so much
the better!The author's launchpad/yardstick appears to be the Samkhya school of Astika Hindu
philosophy. Some understanding of the concepts of this Astika/orthodox school will go a long
way in understanding the points he makes. The fundamental argument he makes is that
performing and completing an action, karma, elevates us to higher energy levels and until this
energy is dissipated, bringing us down to a primordial nullity, shunya, the effects of said karma
will be felt by us and the world we inhabit. This "working through" of energy may happen in a
lifetime, it may affect our future births, we may be affected by the karma of those we encounter in
this or other lifetimes, the physical environments, socio-economic climates; the possibilities are
endless. The point is that once an action has occurred, this happening creates a disturbance
and until the energy associated with this disturbance is fully dissipated the action is alive, so-to-
speak.Fundamentally, what is wrong with this? In a planet of 7 billion and counting, we surely
suffer from the mis-actions of many others before our time and of our time. But also, why is this
different from Aristotle's Unmoved Mover? Once the Unmoved Mover set creation into motion,
he is divorced from history henceforth. He is not a god of history. For me, it just seems an
exercise in book-keeping and fairly dubious book-keeping at that. My unselfish and good deeds
(whatever that may mean, and if such a thing is even possible in the humdrum of everyday life)
compensates for my ill-karma of which lifetime? How do I ever know? It is all very mystical but,
mysticism and energy dissipation are concepts not normally bracketed together. Maybe, the
Abrahamic traditions have it right; you have one chance to prove your worth and that is it.And
where/how does compassion fit into all of this? A life which is bound from birth with the
imponderable balance sheet of sins from multiple previous lifetimes (it must be, or else it has
achieved moksha/salvation), further restrained by the karma of family, relatives, society, does not
seem to have much opportunity for free will. Whatever he/she does, much of it is because he/



she is conditioned by the living environment and the effects of previous karma (When
immigration is commonplace, should birth in a non-Hindu society be considered indicative of
good or bad deeds in previous births?). So then, how fair is it to judge his or her actions against
the same yardstick which was used against the same soul in say, 2000 or 20,000 BCE? And if
the yardstick does not change, then what does this say about this Unmoved Mover? Very
unmoved, indeed!The author makes very valid points about organized religion, human
propensity for expedience, and mob mentality, and these deserve careful consideration. There
are different philosophies and through our personal experiences we find which philosophy works
for us. Samkhya philosophy clearly works for the author and thus forms the backbone of his
book. This cannot invalidate alternate philosophies. Which one is the "correct" choice? Well,
when one of us returns after death with incontrovertible proof of the thereafter, maybe we can
have that chat then.”

S.B., “Not a light read, but highly informative. I found this book to be quite informative regarding
karma. It discusses the origins and the beliefs of this notion. While many people have a general
idea of what karma is, more than likely they are not aware of the true fundamentals, let alone the
details. This book is not a light read due to its philosophical tone, but would prove interesting to
those interested in Indic religious practices or the concept of karma in general.”

Rajat, “A good read. Very well researched book and presented in an informal style.It is to be read
in small portions to truly understand the various nuances of Karma.Those who seek knowledge
and understanding of the concept of Karma will do well to acquire this book”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A very good buy.. A very good book. Answers a no of questions we keep
thinking about.”

The book by Erin Sullivan has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 7 people have provided feedback.
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